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5' " This'invention‘ relates to ‘the severing of struc- ” 
titres, "andv has to do with means‘for severing 
.itlibula‘r structurest‘s'uch as well casings and drill 
i'ste'ms 'usediniconnectio'n ‘with oil and gas wells. 
and ‘analogous structures? ' ' ' . 

During the ‘operations of drilling an‘ oil or gas 
‘ "well, or_ an" exploratory'well, 1 particularly when 
"using rotary drills, it ‘frequently happens‘ that the 
drill stem becomes stuck in'the well bore and 
cannot be withdrawn. The'present practice, v‘int-10 
such cases, is‘to shoot ‘the drill stem o? with ex 

A'plosives', 'or"to clit it off with mechanical tools, 
after which the drill ‘and the portion of the stem 
attached thereto are recovered by known means. 
“Both oi'these operations are time consuming, verr-~15 
fvpensive '' and extremely ‘ ‘ hazardous. 
; the well casing has been set‘, during. drilling "of 
“a well ‘or after completionthereof, it may be 
‘come necessary" to remove a section of the casing. 

Also, after - 

(01. 166-1) ‘ - 
. 2 . , ‘ 

ture- at that 'area'the‘reby severing ‘the ‘struc 
ture. - Further objects and advantages-of my in 
vention will appear from the detail description. 

In the drawings: ' ' ‘1 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
of a well bore", shown rather-‘diagrammatically, 
and of a drill stem passing throug'hfthe well bore, 
with severing means embodying my invention 
positioned within the drill stem; ' ' ' 

Figure 2 is a view slmilar'to Figure 1 but after 
severing of the drilli'stem has been completed 
and the'remains of the severing means" have been 
'removed from the drill stem; ' ' * " ' 

' Figure 3 is'afr'agmentary- vertical sectional 
view of a well with‘ the casing therein, showing 
severing m'ean's embodying ‘my-invention posi 
tioned within the casing- at the area thereof where 
vit is desired to sever the‘c'asingi' and ‘ . 
I Figure "4’ is a view similar to'Figure 3 after 

The casing‘ is ‘cemented or‘ grouted in the weir-'20 the severing operation has been completed and 
‘bore and ‘cannot be removed‘ therefrom, so thatit 
*is necessary‘ to work within‘ the well bore at what 
ever depth‘ the section;- of the casing is to vbe 
‘removed. ‘The present practice‘ is“ to‘ remove the 

been removed from'th'e casing. >~ ‘ 

In Figure 1 I have shown abortion or a well 
bore 5 which passes downward through various 

the ‘remaining parts of the‘ severing means have 

‘desired section by mechamgal'méans, which re- 25 strata, indicated more‘ or less diagrammatically 
'uuires‘a: considerable amount'of equipment and 
"takes considerableltime, which is objectionable ‘for 
‘obvious reasons.‘ severing-bf the well casing at 
-‘the desired depthmay be ‘accomplished 'by'the, 
vuse ‘of explosives, orishooting," but that shat 
;te'rsthe ‘casing and is highly~ detrimental to nor 
mal operations of the‘well, ‘for which reasons 
shooting‘is used as‘ ‘a last vresort where attempts 

30 

to sever'the‘ casing and remove a section thereof I 
1lby mechanical ' "means ’have‘ proved fruitless. _ 
My invention'is' directed to avoidance of the’ 

jjabovejreferredfto' objections to the present prac 
"tice'. ‘To‘that end, Ip'rovide means whereby a 
i 

i 35-. 

> at the proper area thereof sufficient to fuss or de- . 
drlll‘stem’ or valve ‘casi'ngor analogous‘ structure, i"slimy that area of the stem. The severing means, 
1may be 'severe'dfat 1a‘ desired area thereof with err-140 
ipedition" and facility‘ by the application of intense ' 
f heat at thati‘area'. ' More speci?cally, 'I ‘ provide 
‘means forfsup'portmg at the desired area within 
:the tubularistructure 5. mass. or body of-an exo-, 
thermic mixture and ‘for closing'the bore of the g” 
~‘structure' at the bottom of such mixture 'so' as 
fsub'stantially to ‘prevent leakage of the molten ma 
f-terial'resuItingfromthe exothermic chemical re 
action, 'andlmeans for initiating chemical reac 
‘Itim 01' the" mixture; whereby when chemical re-"’5 - 
action of; the mixture takes ‘place the ‘resultant 
“molten material is maintained in contact with the 
‘interlor'lsuriace ‘of the structure at the desired 
'iar'ea thereoi'and by the intense heat of the chem- ' 

by “oppositely directed cross hatching. A drill 
stem '6 passes downwardly within the bore 5, this 
stein including a joint-‘I having a bore 8 which 
is reduced in diameter‘ or restricted relative to the 
bore of the adjacent‘ lengths of tubing of the stem. 
:It may be assumed, for purposes of description, 
‘that the drill (not shown) 'from which the stem 
extends, is a rotary drill and has become stuck 
in the well bore necessitating severing of the drill 
stem a short distance above the Joint 1 thereof. 
In order to effect ‘severing of the drill stem; I 

;provide means‘whereby heat may be generated 

indicated in its entirety" by reference number 10, 
is in the form‘ of'a- container comprising a, cylin 
dric'al body ll formed of an‘ elastic fabric, or of 
any other suitable ~elastic material, having‘ con 

D 

reactionoffsuch mixture destroys the struc- ‘355 

siderable elasticity and adequate mechanical 
strength. At'its lower end body H receives a 
'disc'shaped' head'lt?ttin'g-therein and having . 
:a depending cylindrical ‘?ange 13 to the lower end 
‘of which issecured. conveniently by being formed 
integral therewith;-a.~ cone shaped guide member 
=-.I 4'. ~ The lower end ‘of body I I. is secured in a suit 
:able manner, "conveniently by vriveting, tol?angle 
13, the latter being provided with diametrically 
--opposite lengthwise "slots 15;, Anchoring -mem 
-bers 16; in the‘ .formiofvlevers which are crossed 
anclipivcted. together at 11,- on a supporting tab 



or retracted position. 
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or bracket l8 at the under face of head I2, ex 
tending downward within ?ange l3 in alignment 
with the slots l5 thereof. Each of the levers IB 
is provided, at its lower end,'with an arcuate ser 
rated member l8 adapted for gripping engage 
ment with the interior surface of the drill stem, 
when the members l6 are projected through the 
slots I5 into operating position. The levers it 
have upwardly extending arms. 20 projecting 
through ‘a slot 21 in head l2, the ‘upper portion 
22 of each arm 20 being twisted at right angles 
so as to provide a seat for one end of a compres 
sion spring 23 of considerablestrength, con?ned. 
between the upper portions 22 of arms 241'? and 
urging the latter apart so as to force the members 
l6 outward through slots l5; The-‘,endvportions 
of spring 23 receive centering studs-24 carried by 
upper portions 22 of arms 20, and a strain wire 25 
is secured to the upper portions or elements‘ 22' 
or arms 20 adjacent the upper ends thereof, this 
wire being of adequate strength normally to hold 
arms :20 against movement away horn-each other 
under the in?uence or spring 23 and thereby 
hold the anchor members It in their inoperative 

Preferably, superposed 
slotted plates 26-fit about-arms 2-0 at the» upper 
face of head 12 and substantially close‘slot 2|. 
for .a purpose ‘which will appear presently. 
The body i I, closed at itsiower end by head v-l-2, 

provides a container which receives in its lower 
portion a mass orbody‘offla-suitableare?raetory 
material 21, such .as clay, which is in a loose con 
dition. The container further receivesamass 
or body 28 of anexothermic mixture,.suc‘h as 
thermit. The'depth of the refractory 21 is such 
that strain ‘wire 25isdisposedradjacent the‘upper 
face of the refractory, preferably aasliiightsdlstance 
thereabove and in the':bottom= portion of ‘the 
‘body of thermit 21. _ Asecuring plate‘?lroisteel 
or any othertsuitable' material, is -:seenred_ z-to =.1:-he - .:: 
‘upper end of the'body-H of the-econtainer'ateach 
side thereof, these‘platesrbeing-idiametricallyaop 
iposite each‘ other and‘ receiving the endipontions 
of a bail 3|. A supporting cable 32-, which may 
be‘ either a steel cable or'aiwrope; is suitably ‘ase 
cured to bail 3| and ‘carries {an electric lca’bl-e v33, 
which passes through'thetop- of bO'dy‘il ro-f'zsthe 
container and extends downward therein tovan 
ignition device 3'5 located in-th'e ‘lower ‘portion ‘or 
the body of thermit :28. 
of any suitable ‘type, conveniently-beinggln the 
form of a block or body 36 carrying ares‘istor 
wire 31 ‘to the ends of which~ are-connect‘ed‘su'it 
vably insulated terminal posts 138, .to which the 
wires of cable-33 are connected. "It will'sbejzun 
ders't'ood that when the electric circuit, or the 
‘resistor 31 is closed, j'thisv wire is iheatedbto ‘in 
ca‘ndescence or *suf?cient '“tb'i assure ‘initiation of 
the chemical reaction 'of' the thermit. @It lrwiiiiabe 
noted that the resistor 3111s disposed in pron'imity ' 
to the strain ‘wire '25, which'isffusible or iheat 
destructible-so ‘that upon "initiation of'ithe ichem 
ical reaction of ‘the thermit1281tlrestrain~~wirei25 
is immediately destroyed, releasing-the‘; rrns:§-20. 
'It‘may be'assumed'that‘the drilisteni asione 

or more joints above-joint '1 which, 'like-tl'leilatter 
=jo'in't, 'pres'ent relatively-restricted bores‘.v {The 
diameter of ?ange ‘l3 'is-somewhatiles ' ' 
‘most ‘restricted bore in ‘thee-drill stem» , 
ton‘junctionWith *the inverted 'irust'oconi'cal- g ide 
member I74, and 5the elasticity -1o'f"-bodyv-:§il'=“l= {Ofi ithe 
container, assures that the container Icahn-readily 
‘be lowered vto any ‘desired ‘position within {the 
“drill stem. ‘In that ‘connection, it xwillijbe":under 
stood that ‘the load supported irby-ihead'dirismp 

“This device may' .:be Y 
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preciable so that when the device In is supported 
by cable 32 the elastic body II is under length 
wise tension and its maximum diameter is sub; 
stantially the same as the diameter of head [2, 
plus the thickness of the wall of body ll. Fur 
ther, body ll being elastic and readily ?exible 
may be distorted to sui?cient extent to assure 
ready passage of the heating device through re-, 
strictions in‘thewdrill stem; the ‘bail 31, ‘being or 
,arcuate shape and possessing?appreciable resili-_ 
ency, being also capable of distortion for that 
purpose. 
When the device ID has been properly posi 

ét'ionedle within the drill stem, chemical reaction 
of the thermit mixture 28 is initiatediby means 
ref-"the 'i-g-niter 35. When that occurs, the strain 
wire 25 “is destroyed and compression spring 23, 
which is of considerable strength, projects the 
members l6 outward of slots i5 so as to cause the 
serrated elements l8 thereof to grip the inner 
surface of the drill :stem, ‘anchoring the-device l0 
therein against downward movement, The-op 
erator-at the well top then slacks-thesupponting 
cable v32 so that thedevice. ~10 islthenesupported 
by the anchoring means vand body,“ lof-ithe con- 
tainer' is relievedof lengthwise tension. In v:that 
connection, the operator can vreadily edetermine 
by the‘feel‘of cable 32-whether1or not-the device 
isproperly anchored within the-drill-stemle ,In 
the outward movement of- the ‘anchoring. .mem 
bers i6, and the'-'accompanying;=outward ‘move-4 
ment of arms 20,, elements 2-2 of ,these arms i-force 
a portion of the refractory or clay 21- outward- of 
:head l2 toward the periphery thereof, so that 
upon relieving the lengthwise tension of ibodyil-l 
the latter bulges outwardabout head l2 :SOJES “to 
close the space between. the headz-and :the drill 
stem. This outward movement of. the refractory 
is augmented bythe superposed mass-of thermit, 
the lower portion ‘of which :now is in liquid con 
dition -due;.to the chemical reaction; which has 
been initiated, andrthe :mblten .lmater-ial resulting 
?rom such reaction which may tend to-?ow be 
tween the drill stem and head 1-2 is restrained :by 
the clay or refractory and on cooling provides-a 
further seal about head,.l-2. In that manner :the 
‘body or ‘mass of molten material-resulting from 
the chemical reaction of the thermit-is-suppor-ized 
_-upon the bed of clay-or refractory, the :latter'in 
conjunction with the plates 26 and "the portions 
‘of arms .20 within the body‘ of =clayror refractory 
serving to prevent any; objectionable leakage at 
the molten-material ‘through: slot .2l of head d2. 
Since :the body H of the container is elastic, 

as above-‘noted, when it is relieved "of lengthwise 
tension it ‘contracts and ‘displaces the refractory 
‘and the thermit mixture»outwardr»radially.icaus 
i-ing bulging (of the clay containingportionsv lot 

i abody' 'll into ‘contact with the surrounding wall 

to 

as 

of- the drill stemsand ;also»causing--bulglng; M 
the thermit containing ‘portion of“ thGwbOdYE'riD-t? 
contact with the surrounding -wall :01- the. drill 
stem, or substantially so. Thetgbody' H zofz'the 
container is heat destructible, as, will be-lunder-t 
z-s'tood from the above, and is quickly vdestroyed 
)by-"the heat generated by the chemical .=reaction 
of the thermit, which-generates ;he_ate~iat -a tem 
perature of approximately 3000*’ C." 'ilfhexmolten 

- . mass resulting from the chemical reaction-ofithe 
thermit mixture is ‘thus brought :into direct ,con 
tact with the drill -stemand‘:quicklyr-destroys-fthe 
:area thereof at which the device Ml :isv located, 
:thus severing the stem, the, upper portion-mt 
whichais- then separated ;from (the-lower cportion 
bythe-resultant-sap, asishown;inrFigurera... _ 

l 
v 
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severed upperjportion .of the, stem is then with 
drawn from the well bore and the remaining 
portion of the stem and the'drill may be recov 
‘ered vby a ‘fishing operation in a known manner. 
‘. In Figures'sand 4 I have shown a section of 
awell with a casing 40 secured therein by ce 
ment or concrete 4! ' in a known manner. . Assum 
ing-that‘it is desired to remove aisection of the 
casing 40,‘ the‘ heating device 10, such as that 
‘above ‘described, is suitably j positioned within 
‘casing ",after which the chemical reaction of 
the thermit mixture is initiated, the device It is 
anchored in position within the casing, and the 

- latter and the surrounding cement or grouting 4| 
are vdestroyed by the heat of the chemical reac 
tion of the thermit mixture, leaving a gap 42 in 
the well casing and the cement or grouting, as 
shown in Figure 4. After that has been done, 
the desired section of the casing 40, above or be 
low the gap 42, or between two properly spaced 
gaps produced in the same manner as the gap 
42, is removed in a known manner. 

‘ 'While I have shown, by wayrof example, one 
form of means for anchoring the heating device 
within the drill stem or the well casing, any 
other suitable means may be provided for that 

M purpose. Likewise, the heating device may be 
_.nositioned within the tubular structure to be sev 

:-:ered in any suitable manner, orv by any suitable 
means other than the lowering cable illustrated 
by way of example. While I have referred to the 
body of the container as being heat destructible, 
it is not essential to my invention that it be com 
pletely destroyed, it su?icing if the body is of 
such characteras to permit of severing the tubu 
lar structure by the heat generated by the exo 

- thermic mixture or material of the heating device. 
~,The body of the container should be elastic for 
use in drill stems and other structures having 
restricted bores spaced apart therein, but that is 
not essential in all cases and for use in well cas 
lugs and other structures of like character the 
container body may .be nonelastic if desired. 
Also, any suitable means other than the ignition 
device, shown by way of example only, may be 
provided for initiating chemical reaction of the 
exothermic mixture, within the broader aspects 
of my invention. 
As above indicated, and as will be understood 

by those familiar with the drilling and operation 
of wells, changes in details may be resorted to 
both with respect to the heating device of my 
invention and the method of my invention, and 
I- intend to include all such variations, as fall; 
within the scope of the appended claims, in this 
application in which the‘ preferred form only of 
my invention has been disclosed. 

I claim: 
1. In means for severing tubular structures by 

heat,f,a container comprising a body formed of 
?exible heat destructible material adapted to be 
disposed‘ in desired position within a tubular 
structure to be severed, a body of loose refractory 
material in the lower portion of said container, 
a body of an exothermic mixture in said container 
overlying said body of refractory material, means 
for initiating chemical reaction of said mixture, 
and initially inoperative means for anchoring said 
container in position within the tubular structure, 

' said anchoring means comprising heat destruce 
tible means maintaining said anchoring means 
inoperative and being rendered operative respon 
sive to initiation of chemical reaction of said 
mixture and resultant destruction of said heat 

I destructible means. ' 
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2: In means for severing tubular structuresby 
heat,"a container adapted to be disposed in de 
sired- position‘ within‘ a tubular structure to be 
severed, said container comprising a, body formed 
of a, heat destructible material and a head at the 
lower end thereof, a body of refractory material 
in the lower portion of said container overlying 
said head, a body of an exothermic mixture in 
said container overlying said body of refractory 
material, means for initiating chemical reaction 
of said mixture at a, point adjacent the bottom 
thereof, and means for anchoring said container 
in position within the tubular structure compris 
ing initially retracted members and means urg 
ing said members outward for engagement with 
the tubular structure and heat destructible means 
adjacent the point of initiation of reaction of said 
mixture initially holding said members in ‘re 
tracted position, said heat destructible means 
upon destruction thereof releasing said members 
for movement outwardly into anchoring engage 
ment with said tubular structure. 

3. In means for severing tubular structures by 
heat, a container adapted to be disposed in de 
sired position within a tubular structure to be 
severed, said container comprising a body formed 
of a‘ heat destructible material and a head at the 
lower end thereof, a body of refractory material 

- in the lowervportion of said container overlying 
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said head, a. body of an exothermic mixture in 
said container overlying said body of refractory 
material, means for initiating chemical reaction 
of said mixture at a point adjacent the bottom 
thereof, anchoring members pivoted on said head 
for movement outward thereof into engagement 
with the tubular structure, means urging said 
members outward, and heat destructible means 
adjacent the point of initiation of reaction of said 
mixture initially holding said members retracted. 

4. In means for severing tubular structures by 
heat, a container adapted to be disposed in de 
sired position within a tubular structure to be 
severed, said container comprising a heat destruc 
tible body and a head at the lower end thereof, 
a body of refractory material in the lower portion 
of said container, a body of an exothermic mixture 
in said container overlying said body of refractory 
material, means for initiating chemical reaction 
of said mixture at a point adjacent the bottom 
thereof, said head having a slotted depending 
cylindrical ?ange and a guide cone at the lower 
end thereof, locking levers pivoted on said head 
movable outward through the slots of said ?ange, 
said levers having arms extending upward 
through said head,_spring means connecting said 
arms urging said levers outward, and a fusible 
strain wire connecting said arms restraining out 
ward movement of said levers and disposed ad 
jacent the point of initiation of reaction of said 
mixture. , 

5. In means for severing tubular structures 
by heat, an elastic heat destructible container 
adapted to be disposed in desired position within 
a tubular structure, a body of loose refractory 
material and a body of an exothermic mixture 
in said container disposed in superposed relation 
with said material underlying said mixture, and 
means for initiating chemical reaction of said 
mixture. , 

_6. In means for severing tubular structures by 
heat, a heat destructible container adapted to be 
disposed in desired position within the tubular 
structure to be severed, aAbody of an exothermic 
mixture in said container, initially inoperative 
anchoring means carried by said container ren 



dened ‘operative responsive .topinitiatien; of; chem 
ical reaction; of. said' exothermic: mixture and 
e?’ective- whenopemtive fori anchoringsaidmonr :Nnmbei 
tamer‘ in position within said; tubular," structure. , 
and; means for. initiating; chemical. reaction. of ,5 
said‘ mixture. '7 - 
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